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them
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where

Making
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your

electrical

ers per breaker. The

for

panels are! In order to

second

Teens! This was by far

have plaster masks to

smoothly, with over 40

the most popular pro-

paint within the program

participants making and

gram we have ever had!

time frame (two hours)

painting their masks.

I was simply amazed at

we had to use hair dry-

the artwork and the par-

ers. The first time we

required

ticipation

hosted this program we
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blew three fuses by hav-

plaster, and hair dryers,
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fort!
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“The purpose of
these activities is to
focus attention on

Using the Power of the Force
to Reach Reluctant Readers
Not so long, long ago

love of Star Wars. After

test where young Jedis,

in a library not so far

35 years Star Wars is an

Boba Fetts, Clone Troop-

away, lightsabers clashed,

enduring part of pop cul-

ers

Lord

ture whose appeal is multi

competed for prizes do-

-generational.

nated by local merchants.

Vader

read

The

the library’s

Three Little Pigs, an Ewok

extensive collection

drum circle broke out and

of Star Wars

Stormtroopers

materials that
appeal to reluctant
readers.”

themselves

Leias

With planning, a Star

The purpose of these

Wars themed library event

activities is to focus on

the

is something that can be

the library’s extensive col-

enjoyed by adults, teens

lection of Star Wars mate-

ple’s YMCA as a throng of
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rials that appeal to reluc-

over 2,000 looked on. It

dlers. Our event offered a

tant readers.

all happened in May at the

Death Star-sized amount

also provides the Friends

National Medal recognized

of activities to appeal to

of the Library the oppor-

Rancho Cucamonga Public

Star Wars fans of all de-

tunity to create a fund-

mographics including art

raiser by having a sale

demonstrations, Jedi Elvis

filled

The event was con-

sing-a-longs, a display of

Wars donations they have

ceived as a way to reach

souped-up Star Wars ve-

collected throughout the

reluctant

hicles,

year.

th

to

Princess

strains of the Village Peo-

Library’s 6

silly

boogied

and

annual Star

Wars Day.

readers

and

the

youngest

crafts
your

such
own

tod-

as

with

all

The event

the

Star

build their love for the li-

make

Yoda

As the event conclud-

brary by tapping into their

ears, and a costume con-

ed and the last of the
Jedis and armored bounty
hunters

headed

home

with their souvenir bookmarks, the library looks
forward to a bigger and
better Star Wars day sequel set for May 24, 2014.
Allen Callaci
Rancho Cucamonga
Library
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Disability Awareness Month @ the Library
“What is a disability?”

identified by touch alone

mouth. “Now it’s your turn.

“You can’t read right.” “You

items hidden in a mystery

Put

have a learning disability.”

box.

food

mouth, your hands behind

When asked this question,

(pumpkin

marshmallows)

your back, and write your

fourth graders visiting the

was eaten and recognized

name.” “Oh, that’s so easy.

Long Beach Public Library

with eyes closed. For an

I can do that.” They were

last October did not auto-

olfactory

surprised

matically think of physical

again, eyes were closed as

illegible results. “I didn’t

disabilities. We broadened

brave students took a sniff

think it would be that hard.

their understanding of dis-

of tangy Renuzit air fresh-

Let me try again.”

abilities and gave them op-

eners, and we decorated

portunities to see how liv-

scented bookmarks .

ing with blindness, deafness,

and

quadriplegia

might impact their lives.
Learning

a

sign

An

unknown

sensation,

once

The final test came after they heard the story of

a

Lots
hopefully

marker

by

of

in

the

mostly

laughter
lots

to

“We broadened
our students’
understanding of
disabilities.”

and
think

about were the results of a
memorable library visit.

Joni Eareckson Tada, para-

lan-

lyzed since the age of 17

Pam Carlson,

guage version of “Five Lit-

due to a diving accident.

Long Beach Public

tle Monkeys Jumping on

We shared some of her ex-

Library

the Bed” was the first chal-

quisite artwork, created by

lenge.

holding a paintbrush in her

Volunteers

your

then

Youth Service Interest Group presents

Spring Fling 2014
1000 Books Before Kindergarten and Common Core:
Helping Readers Preschool Through High School
Wednesday, April 23 at noon join presenters Margo Denton, Mary Ann Scheuer, and Eva
Volin as they discuss how Common Core will impact public libraries and schools. Join our
presenters as they explore programs and resources that extend Common Core principles
both in and out of the classroom. In addition, learn how to help encourage school readiness with the 1000 books before kindergarten program. This webinar will enhance public
and school library programming to help students in preschool through high school thrive.
For more information and to register visit
http://www.cla-net.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=748
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Paws to Read, Paws to Give
Join the statewide
collection drive to benefit an animal organization in your community. This summer libraries across California will celebrate all
things
animal
with
iREAD’s Paws to Read
Summer Reading Program.
To complement the
programming, CLA is
coordinating Paws to
Read, Paws to Give, a
statewide
collection
drive to benefit animal
welfare organizations.
Volunteering on behalf
of animals can be a
wonderful first step into the world of community service. The collection drive is an opportunity
for
hosting
“make and donate”
craft workshops (such
as dog and cat treat
baking, toy making, or
no-sew blanket making) and other service
opportunities, providing your library’s children, tweens and teens

BRIEFINGS

with very tangible and
meaningful tools for
community
involvement.
Participation in a
Paws to Read, Paws to
Give drive is a great
way to showcase the
work of local animal
shelters and wildlife
organizations
while
raising awareness of
their
year-round
needs. The drive hopes
to encourage animal
adoptions, volunteerism for animal organizations, and assistance
for people who struggle
financially
with
the
care and feeding of
their pets. In addition,
the drive provides a
chance to promote the
inspirational and lifechanging work of animal therapy organizations.
Join the statewide
effort to help animal
organizations and habitat restoration groups
in your community,
whatever your summer

reading theme. For a
detailed description of
the program and to
sign up please visit the
Paws to Read, Paws to
Give Collection Drive
on the CLA website.
We hope your young
library patrons will get
in touch with their animal instincts this summer and PAWS TO
GIVE!
Trish Garone
Summer Reading
Program Associate
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California Summer Reading Outcomes Initiative
Will you be presenting an outcomes-based summer reading program this year?
You know that your summer reading programs make a difference: They help children and teens
retain and enhance their reading skills during the summer. They help adults model reading behaviors for youth, and they provide a haven and a community for readers. But how do we share
the impact of our work? And how do we extend our programs effectively to underserved communities?
Outcomes-based programs can accomplish all of this and more. They show meaningful results
that demonstrate the value and impact of summer reading; they are relevant to the community,
attractive to funders, and cost effective; and they build capacity among staff and contribute to
improved management decision-making.
You can present an outcomes-based summer reading program with CLA’s help.
Adopt California’s statewide outcomes:
 Children (or teens, adults, families) belong to a community of readers and library users.
 Underserved community members participate in the summer reading program.
Plan your summer reading program with the outcomes in mind. Much of what you do will be
similar to your regular summer reading program; the key difference is that your planning will be
more intentional and you will get results that show the impact of your work!
 Collect data to determine whether your outcomes have been achieved.
 Report your results to CLA.
 Use your results to improve your program and show how valuable it is!
CLA has developed resources to help you every step of the way. All resources can be downloaded from CLA’s website and they include:
 Ready-made surveys
 Tips on identifying and reaching underserved groups
 Ideas for tailoring your regular programming, decorations, and publicity to the outcomes
 An electronic survey for collecting your data
 Story
A report
of your library’s results at the end of the summer
Inside
Headline
ALA has cited California’s summer reading outcomes initiative as a summer reading best practice! Please join us in planning an outcomes-based summer reading program.
Find out more by emailing Natalie Cole: ncole@cla-net.org
The California Summer Reading Program is a project of the California Library Association,
supported in whole or in part by the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services
under the provisions of the Library Services and Technology Act,
administered in California by the State Librarian.
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Meet the Author: Anne Marie O’Brien
Where we can get to know California authors and
illustrators of books for children and teens.
This issue Annemarie O’Brien, author of

joint venture, and eventually to a posi-

Lara’s Gift, was kind enough to do an

tion with PricewaterhouseCoopers as a

i n t e r v i e w

Privatization Advisor. My biggest thrill

b y

e m a i l .

was meeting Mikhail Gorbachev at a dinQ. Congratulations on your debut novel,

ner in the Kremlin. I spent about ten

Lara’s Gift

years working in the former Soviet Union

(Knopf, 2013). It has been

receiving rave reviews! Who do you see

and eastern bloc countries.

as your reader? Any certain age group?
Depending on the reading level, Lara’s Gift is suited for 5

th

grade kids and

Q. You have also traveled extensively;
do you have a favorite country?

Any-

up. Given that the protagonist is a four-

where you would like to go you haven’t

teen-year-old girl, I have been pleasant-

visited yet?

ly surprised at how many boys have en-

That’s a tough question. My favorite

joyed my book. I suppose Kathi Appelt

places in the world are Stinson Beach,

says it best, “Lara’s Gift is a gift to any-

California and Hanalei Bay, Kauai. These

one who loves adventure, a good story,

are places where I can take long walks

and, above all, a beloved dog.”

on the beach and think about my writing
with the sound of waves and gorgeous

Q. Lara’s Gift was inspired by your time

mountains in the background. My favor-

as a young adult living in the Soviet Un-

ite country is either Norway or Austria,

ion at the time of Gorbachev. Were you

primarily for the mountains. I would love

doing some work there, or studying?

to visit Australia and New Zealand, as

Both, but at different times. The first
time I went to the former Soviet Union, I

well as Bora Bora and Bali. As I grow
older, I’m drawn to places near water.

was a student at Denmark’s Internation-

BRIEFINGS

al School at the University of Copenha-

Q. How long have you lived in the San

gen. I took a Sovietology course that in-

Francisco Bay Area?

cluded a study tour to Moscow and Len-

particular about our area that you really

ingrad, now called Saint Petersburg. I

like?

Is there anything

fell in love with the culture, language,

I have been living in the Bay Area

history, music, and literature. I also felt

since 1998. Besides taking advantage of

that I wanted to make a difference be-

all the great sites, my favorite thing to

tween our countries. So I got an MBA in

do is mountain bike up Mt. Tam. I used

international business and landed a con-

to go every morning before work around

sulting job in 1989. It led to an oil & gas

5am and would often go after work. Now
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that I have kids, I don’t go as often. If I’m lucky I

Writers & Illustrators and attended their confer-

ride on my birthday or one of the Sundays that

ences and workshops where I began to meet edi-

the Inn does pancake breakfast. I also love run-

tors and agents.

ning with my borzoi along Stinson Beach. I do my

and the work I did for my critical thesis on the

best thinking there, especially when I’m stuck in

function of prologues in contemporary fiction at

my writing.

VCFA I met my Knopf editor, Erin Clarke. She ed-

Through these connections

ited The Book Thief by Marcus Zusak and gave me
Q. How did you get your foot in the door of the

a lovely interview about its prologue. She later

publishing industry?

read the first pages of my manuscript, Lara’s Gift

I started by taking writing classes (lots of
them), joining a writing group, and getting an

at a writing workshop (PCCWW) and invited me to
submit the entire manuscript and acquired it.

MFA in Writing for Children & Young Adults at the
Vermont College of Fine Arts. I joined the Associa-

Q. What were some of your favorite books as a

tion of Children’s Librarians (of Northern Califor-

child?

nia) which pointed me to great books to read and

My favorite books and/or stories included:

read as many of the distinguished books as I

Harry the Dirty Dog, A Christmas Carol, ‘Twas the

could to see how other writers handled craft.

Night Before Christmas, Ring: A Frontier Dog, 101

Reading made me a stronger writer so I would

Dalmatians, Lady and the Tramp, and Lassie.

encourage anyone interested in writing to read
widely. I also joined the Society of Children’s Book

Q. What was the public library like when you were

Children's Literature Council of Southern California presents

Early Literacy in the Digital Age
Saturday, May 3, 9:00 am — Noon
Please join us at the Fullerton Public Library, for the 2014 Spring Workshop of the Children’s Literature
Council of Southern California, “Early Literacy in the Digital Age.”
Our Guest Speakers will be Cen Campbell, Founder and Editor-in-Chief of Littleelit.com, and Harriet
Ziefert, Author and Publisher of Blue Apple Books.
We will be looking at the form and content of Storytime in the age of Smartphones, iPads, and other
new media and raising the following questions:
 How do these devices extend and enhance the already dynamic storytime experience and help nurture a love of reading in our young readers?
 How do early literacy practitioners effectively select, use, integrate, and evaluate technology and
interactive media tools in intentional and developmentally appropriate ways?
What role do publishers, authors, and illustrators play in the creation of new media for children?
To those who create books for and share them with young people, this Spring Workshop offers attendees a venue for partnership building and resource sharing in this transformative time in which new
technologies impact library and literacy practices.
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a kid growing up?

Yes, I love going to schools and public

When I was a child, my mother took

libraries to talk to kids about my books. I

me weekly to Forbes Library located in

just visited two schools in Kauai and was

Northampton, Massachusetts where I grew

presented with Hawaiian leis. It was a re-

up. As I got older, I spent a great deal of

markable experience!

time there doing research for school projects and admittedly a few games of hide-

Q. How do librarians contact you for visits?

and-seek with friends.

The best way to reach me is through

The Forbes reference librarian became

email:

a huge resource for me when I worked

Annemarie

overseas. I often called her from all over

@AnnemarieOBrienAuthor.com

the world to help me with projects. She

Or you can contact my publicist, Nicole

still works at Forbes on a part-time basis!

Banholzer at:

Today Forbes is physically very different

NBanholzer@randomhouse.com.

from what it was when I was a kid. First of
all, the card catalogs are gone. There are

Q. Any funny experiences at a school or

lots of computers on every floor. There’s

library visit? Nearly every author or illus-

much more light in the building now which

trator has a story about the visit that went

makes it less ideal for games of hide-and-

awry!

seek. What remains though are the good

So far so good! I haven’t had any funny

people who work there and share their love

experiences yet. But I’m also new to all of

of books.

this. Lara’s Gift only came out in August
2013. Check back with me in a year and I’ll

Q. You

also

teach

creative

writing

to

adults, including some sessions at Pixar
and DreamWorks.

probably have something entertaining to
share.

Can you tell us about

that unique experience?

Q. Do you have any upcoming appearances

I feel very fortunate to teach at Pixar,

for teachers or librarians?

DreamWorks, UC Berkeley and Stanford.

Although I’d welcome an opportunity to

While each place offers a different flavor of

speak to teachers or librarians, I have not

sorts, all of my students have taught me

done any guest appearances specific to

something

writing

this audience yet. I am in the process of

through their questions and writing. What I

planning some for the spring of 2014

appreciate about Pixar and DreamWorks is

through Scholastic Book Fairs. I will post

the amount of creativity and energy in

them on my web page should anyone affili-

their people. Many of them have talents

ated with Scholastic be interested in at-

beyond their jobs in the film industry. I am

tending:

always impressed with the caliber of writ-

http://annemarieobrienauthor.com/events/

about

the

craft

of

ing I see from animators and tech super
stars.

Q.

Do you have any new books coming

out soon you can mention?
Q. Do you visit schools and public libraries

I have two manuscripts I’m working on

to talk to kids about your books?

now and lots of other story ideas I hope to
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get down on paper, but no new books on the

outside of the United States, I’ve created World

horizon yet.

Reads which features interviews with authors

Q. Anything else you would like our readers to

who’ve written a book set or partially set in an-

know?

other country besides the United States. Inter-

I grew up in the day of card catalogs. So it

views are cataloged by author name and coun-

was often challenging to find a good dog book to

try. I welcome any titles from your readers! Here

read unless the title included the word ‘dog’ in it.

is the link to World Reads:

Because I’m still a huge fan of dog books, I’ve

http://annemarieobrienauthor.com/category/

created a blog called, Dog Reads which features

world-reads/

9

interviews with authors and/or illustrators who’ve
created a dog book for children. While it has a

Thank you, Penny Peck, for inviting me to

lovely following so far, it’s my hope that Dog

CLA Briefings – Meet the Author. I’ve enjoyed

Reads will become a go-to-resource for teachers,

the questions and commend all librarians for the

librarians, parents, kids, and anyone interested

great work they do with books and sharing them

in dog books. I catalog the interviews by author

with their public. In my next life, I hope to come

name and dog breed. If readers come across a

back as a children’s librarian!

good dog book that isn’t yet featured on Dog

Thank you!

Reads, please contact me. Here is the link to Dog
Reads, if you’d like to check it out:

Penny Peck

http://annemarieobrienauthor.com/category/dog

San Jose State University

-reads/

School of Library and Information Science

Because I also enjoyed reading books set

The Association of Children's Librarians of
Northern California (ACL) will host their
annual Institute at the San Francisco
Main Public Library on Friday, March 14,
2014, 9 am to 4:30 pm.

schools in the adoption of the new Common Core State Standards (CCSS). It will
be an informative and fun day with
speakers in the morning, including celebrated author Marc Aronson, and handson STEM/STEAM activities in the afternoon. An informal reception sponsored
by National Geographic will be held immediately following the Institute, and
copies of Marc Aronson and Adrienne
Mayor’s new book, The Griffin and the
Dinosaur: How Adrienne Mayor Discovered a Fascinating Link Between Myth
and Science (National Geographic Children’s Books, 2014) will be raffled.

The Association of Children's Librarians
of Northern California (ACL) was founded
in the 1930s by a group of public and
school librarians interested in library
work with children and young adults. Its
purpose is to strengthen and maintain
work with youth in the libraries of Northern and Central California according to
the highest standards of professional
librarianship. Members meet monthly to
review books for young people and discuss related issues. ACL reviews are published in BayViews, a journal of book
reviews and opinions with a western perspective.

Your Library is the Common Core: CCSS,
STEM/STEAM, and How Libraries Fit in
With the New Push Toward Non-fiction
will focus on the new emphasis on more Registration information now available at For more information on ACL, visit:
books of information in the classroom, http://bayviews.org/institute.html
bayviews.org and/or
bayviewsandwith special attention paid to how school
more.wordpress.com
and public librarians can assist their local
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Book Club Successes
At

New York! To prepare for an

you?” can be answered even

5th

author visit, in the preceding

if one did not have a chance

Grade Book Club is in its fifth

months have kids make up

to read the book.

year and going strong. We

questions and present them

•

meet six times a year, Octo-

to you, the book club facilita-

that help to jog their memory

ber through April. At our first

tor, as you pretend to be the

(“name your favorite charac-

meeting, kids vote on four of

author.

ter in the book”) but in gen-

the books for the year. We

Our

Library,

the Berkeley Public
the

4th

and

meetings

are

fun

It is OK to ask questions

eral,

avoid

questions

that

choose the first book of the

times to discuss the book,

sound like a school assign-

year (because it has to be

play a game, and, of course,

ment. Keep it fun.

ordered

eat snacks! Through trial and

•

error, we have learned what

and we have found them to

makes

be more successful as an ac-

before

the

first

meeting) and one other.
Books that we have cho-

a

successful

book

Kids love to play games

sen include The Kid Who Ran

club:

for President and Out of My

•

Mind. Funds from our Friends

reading list, pay attention to

meeting fell on Election Day

of the Library enable us to

the reading level. Those in-

so we read The Kid Who Ran

buy paperback copies and

coming fourth graders were

for President and then played

give them away to the Book

just

the online game, “On the

Club members. We have al-

months ago! Novelist gives

Road

ways had between 10 and 15

Lexile ratings (we try to stay

which can be found at http://

members every year.

within the 600 – 800 range)

magazines.scholastic.com/

and check the Accelerated

election-2012. Spot-It was a

thing new, a Skype visit with

Reader

quick and fun card game that

an author. We read One Day

www.arbookfind.com.

tied in to Lost and Found.

and One Amazing Morning on

•

Design discussion ques-

MadLibs are great and can be

Orange Street and had an

tions so that everyone can

made to tie in with just about

amazing

contribute. Instead of asking,

any book.

Last year we tried some-

visit

with

Joanne

Rocklin.

tivity than crafts.

In choosing the initial

third

graders

rating

at

a

few

http://

Our

to

November

the

2012

Whitehouse,”

“what were the reasons that

Parents tell us that Book

More and more authors

…” ask “what is ONE reason

Club is one of the highlights

are available for this kind of

that….” This way the first kid

of their kids’ months. It is

visit so it is now possible just

to raise his (it’s almost al-

one of our highlights, too!

to think of an author and

ways a boy) hand cannot

then check the author’s web-

monopolize

site to see if they Skype. This

Questions such as , “what

year we will Skype with Linda

would you do if…?” or “have

Sue Park from her home in

you ever had this happen to

BRIEFINGS
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discussion.

Ann Hotta and Alan Bern
Berkeley Public Library
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Reading without Text: Wordless Picture Books
“A picture speaks a thousand words.” While this familiar adage is typically used in
regards to photographic memories, it is certainly applicable
to picture books for children,
especially in the case of wordless picture books. For those
unfamiliar with these treasures, wordless books have no
printed text; rather, the story
is told solely through illustrations.
Wordless picture books offer many benefits for children,
educators, librarians, and parents.
Primary grade children and
younger are given the opportunity to enhance their reading
comprehension. Wordless picture books enable parents to
ask questions as the story is

progressing, making the story
time more interactive. This is
especially helpful for those who
are more familiar with the traditional “storyteller-to-listener”
manner of reading, since little
ones transform from spectators
to participants!
Upper grade children are
given the opportunity to enhance their critical thinking,
but are also offered the chance
to exercise their creative writing skills! These readers are
encouraged to go through the
book
and
write
their
own unique stories, practicing
new
vocabulary,
sentence
structure, cohesiveness, transitional words, and other dynamics learned in the classroom.
Bilingual/English
learner
households are given the op-

portunity to share popular
books with their children in
their own languages, defying
the barriers of English, which
can take away from the experience of quality family reading
time.
Indeed, it is critical to
broaden children’s interests
through exposure to various
types of books, word-filled or
wordless. It encourages children to remember that a love
for literacy can be found in
various forms with different
ways of exploring and imagining.
Ina Laguerta
Robert M. Pyles
Elementary School

Seeking article submissions
The California Library Association’s Youth Services Interest Group promotes
excellence in library services to children and teen by providing avenues for sharing and collaboration in the delivery of library programs, events, and materials.
The interest group’s quarterly newsletter, Briefings, offers a platform for you to
share your programs and ideas. If you would like to contribute an article to our
spring issue, please submit it to the editor at Eric.Robinson@sdcounty.ca.gov
with the subject heading “Briefings submission”.
Deadline for submissions is April 15, 2014
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California Library Association
Youth Services Interest Group
Celeste Steward,
Interest Group Chair
Anna Hartman,
Interest Group Co-chair
Susie Serrano
Program Co-chair
Eric Robinson,
Briefings Editor
Hannah Whitman Clement,
Briefings Co-Editor

The Youth Services Interest
Group promotes excellence
in service to children and
teens throughout the state of
California and provides networking opportunities for
members via programming,
publications, and events.

